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In this paper, we investigate the behavior and performance of disk I/O using
different types of libraries. We analyze the scenario where we can benefit from asyn-
chronous I/O, and propose our cross-platform library design called TAI (Threaded
Async I/O). TAI is designed to be a C++17 library with developer-friendly API.
Our benchmark shows it can out-perform other libraries when asynchronous I/O is
beneficial, and keep competitive speed in other cases. It also demonstrates TAI’s
ability to retrieve 20% - 60% speedup on poorly scaled serial code by a simple library
replacement.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Most modern applications use the write() syscall in its traditional, asyn-
chronous mode where completion of the syscall indicates only that the data has been
reached the buffer cache. To persist data on durable media, applications call the
fsync() system call. When the fsync() call completes, all dirty data is guaranteed
to be persisted on durable media in Windows and Linux operating systems (but not
Mac OSX Apple, Chidambaram et al. (2012)).

Since dirty pages in the buffer cache can be written in an arbitrary order (e.g.,
to minimize disk seeks) by the background daemon, the application has no control over
the order in which data is persisted. The only mechanism current applications have
to control ordering of writes is the fsync() system call Chidambaram et al. (2013).
Writes before the fsync() call will complete before writes following the fsync() call.
Thus, fsync() is used both as an ordering primitive and a durability primitive.

Unfortunately, since fsync() is extremely expensive Chidambaram et al. (2013),
Pillai et al. (2017) (the call could take several seconds to complete if there are a lot
of pending writes), researchers have suggested new syscalls such as osync() Chi-
dambaram et al. (2013) and fbarrier() News (2009) that can serve to order writes,
without the heavy performance penalty of fsync(). However, these syscalls have
not been added to the Linux kernel due to their extra complexity and doubts about
popularity.

In this paper, we analyze both traditional synchronous I/O and POSIX asyn-
chronous I/O (AIO) libraries, studying their performance and behavior. Through a
series of computing-intensive tests, we show:

• Synchronous syscalls introduce harmful coupling between computing and I/O
concurrency.

• read() and write() may not provide enough asynchronicity even in buffered
mode.

• fsync() drains away more asynchronicity from them.
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• Additional asynchronous layer, like POSIX AIO, can shadow I/O with comput-
ing time, especially for frequent fsync().

does not provide the full benefit of asynchronous behavior. It is not portable
across different platforms, and its design is not user friendly.

Finally, we draw upon our analyses to discuss design guidelines for building a
portable, high-performance asynchronous IO library that will provide simple, intuitive
semantics for application developers. We design and build a new asynchronous IO
library, and evaluate its performance against other approaches using a number of
benchmarks.

1.1 Related Work

People have been creating asynchronous I/O support for a long time. In
1997, POSIX introduces its <aio.h> API in Issue 5 as part of the POSIX Realtime
Extension. There’re a lot of articles like Josey (1997) and Jones (2006) trying to
introduce it to the world. Some of them, such as Intel’s Asynchronous I/O Library,
even went one step further by shipping the similar design to Windows.

Meanwhile, platform-specific solutions like libaio also offers low-level supports.
In the area of network I/O where filesystem and cache support doesn’t exist,

asynchronous I/O is the only reasonable choice. There’re all kinds of handy high-
level implementations, including boost.asio, libuv and etc. However, after all these
years, people are still love to use synchronous I/O for disk because there’s not much
performance gain and the API is not developer-friendly.

1.2 Background

Many performance-critical applications, written in C/C++ usually, prefer to
use plain file rather than heavier abstractions like database. There’re all kinds of
reason for such philosophy. But the most common ones are simply related to code
complexity, portability, interoperability and performance. Some of them may also
add a thin layer such as HDF5 without too much pain, but will never consider a
RDBMS since that’s slow and hard to deploy.
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In this paper, we will start our discussion with pros and cons of the following
widely used disk I/O libraries:

• POSIX Sync I/O

• POSIX Async I/O (<aio.h> from glibc implementation)

• C-style functions from <cstdio>

• STL functions from <fstream>

• Linux-only kernel-based syscall libaio.

There’re other I/O methods, such as epoll on Linux. But there’re mainly for
network I/O and won’t be covered in this paper.

Then we propose our asynchronous I/O library design, TAI (Threaded Async
I/O library), which offers great performance boost when proper async operation is
beneficial, while keeping most of the performance in other cases.

1.2.1 POSIX Sync I/O

This is one of the best choice in the Unix-world. It usually has the fastest
speed when used properly. Modern Linux kernel shares the code path of sync and
async I/O in kernel. So it’s basically the same as async I/O + wait.

It also allows fsync(), which is the POSIX call for persisting data. However,
not every implementation fully respect that because it can be extremely expensive.
Flushing to a battery-backed volatile memory is also considered as persistent some-
times.

As any other POSIX features, it comes with a loosely defined standard. Noth-
ing is detailed, nothing is respected, and nothing can be found on Windows. Level of
isolation and atomicity various across different filesystems.

1.2.2 POSIX AIO

It’s not the Linux kernel AIO, but another user-space standard defined in
POSIX. On Linux, it’s usually implemented by glibc. The implementation uses a
huge linked-list structure inside the critical section, which makes it extremely slow
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when dealing with large amount of small I/O on high-end SSD. And the callback
function is signal-based. It’s hard to used and maintained.

As an asynchronous I/O method, it is still a good idea to use it when the
memcpy time in buffered I/O reveals bad impact to performance, or when the memory
is small. Especially when the computing code doesn’t have any threading mechanism.

On Linux, there aren’t any big problem regarding its availability. But it’s
terrible on macOS. Only a few unfinished requested is allowed, and the developer has
to write wait function everywhere before submitting new requests.

1.2.3 C/C++ Standard I/O Functions

These are functions from <cstdio> and <fstream>. They’re compiler-based
cross-platform solution coming with their own buffer and handy APIs. Double-
buffering can hurt performance in some case, but it can also speed things up. More
detailed results will be presented in 3.3.

Comparing to the POSIX synchronous function, there’s no equivalent of pread()
and pwrite() available here. It makes the parallel programming a little bit trickier
since people tend to forget the lock around seek and write.

1.2.4 LibAIO

It’s kernel-based asynchronous I/O on Linux, sharing the same code path
as POSIX synchronous I/O. LibAIO itself is only a wrapper for raw syscall like
io_submit(). The actual syscall various slightly across versions, mainly makes tiny
changes about parameters.

LibAIO only works with direct I/O, which bypasses the page cache and com-
municate with I/O device directly. It usually becomes a DMA call on hardware side.
Direct I/O only supports 512-byte aligned data. The I/O length must also be a mul-
tiple of 512 bytes. And LibAIO uses a retry-based implementation internally. There’s
no ordering and there’s no guarantee about overlapping requests. These constraints
make it almost useless in daily workloads.
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Chapter 2

Designing a High-Performance Asynchronous I/O Library

Analyzing the behavior and performance of POSIX AIO provides useful hints
as to the design of a high-performance, portable, asynchronous I/O library.

2.1 Caching

Non-cached writes and reads leads to poor performance on read-intensive and
overwriting workloads. The library must provide caching mechanism when needed.

While the operating system usually provides caching as well, the OS page cache
is difficult to tune for best performance in corner cases. In many cases using system-
wide cache makes it very tricky, or even impossible on certain platforms, to isolate
different workloads, reserve space and apply different caching policy. For example,
there’s no cross-platform way to pin a cache page.

To solve this issue, we propose a pluggable, modular architecture where each
group of files can have its own form of cache.

2.2 Ordering

A lot of the non-intuitive behavior of POSIX AIO comes from the fact that
the I/O does not happen in an ordered way. Similar to CCFS Pillai et al. (2017), we
believe the right abstraction is that each thread’s I/O should be totally ordered. The
library can interleave and re-order I/O from different threads. The CCFS work has
shown this leads to high performance and intuitive semantics Pillai et al. (2017).

2.3 Concurrency

POSIX AIO (glibc implementation) uses a global lock for concurrency, and
has a huge critical section. This leads to large switching and contention overheads
for small I/Os. We believe that the asynchronous library should use CAS (compare-
and-swap) based queues to reduce contention and increase performance.
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2.4 Portability

To be widely applicable, the asynchronous library must not use any operating-
system specific system calls. For example, the Linux-specific libaio library takes
advantage of io_submit() interface to obtain good performance. But it is not appli-
cable even for other Unix-like systems.

A good cross-platform library should be a user-space library capable of running
on any, or at least commonly used, operating system that implements the standard
API. We believe achieving high performance while being portable is possible, if the
other design guidelines are followed.

2.4.1 POSIX

While POSIX sounds like a choice since “portable” is what they are branding
for, it still has several annoying issues:

• Microsoft Windows doesn’t really have useful POSIX support.

• POSIX standard leaves too much room for implementation, including many
critical aspects about atomicity, ordering and crash recovery.

• Most POSIX-compatible implementations do not fully respect the standard,
either because it is too hard to implement, or because it sacrifices performance.

2.5 Design of TAI

We achieve the goals proposed above with a new library called “TAI” (Threaded
Asynchronous I/O). It mainly consists of 3 components:

• Controller, including I/O processor and async task scheduler for both I/O task
and normal code that want to share the resources and ordering. We do allow
the use of multiple controllers for isolation.

• In-memory Storage, including cache and metadata. As a modular implementa-
tion, TAI tries to decouple them from other components.

• I/O Engine, including modularized I/O backend that can be configured inde-
pendently. Each file will get its own engine upon opening.
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Figure 2.1: TAI’s Architecture. Application can submit I/O request via magenta
parts and get a red receipt.

2.5.1 Customizable BTree

TAI uses a “BTree” to represent the 64-bit addressing space of each file. It is
a multi-branch tree that only creates child nodes on-demand.

Unlike the “BTree” in database context, which has very dynamic structure
maintained in runtime, we prefer a more static way. Each layer only manages a
fixed range of address bits. User can define its structure in compile-time, with a
C++ template argument list whose elements sum up to 64, to represent this seg-
mentation. The code can be as simple as BTree < 43, 9, 9, 12 >, which results in
16EB/1GB/2MB/4KB nodes.

Leaf nodes (current leaf, which does not have to be in the last layer) are
allowed to reserve a memory block for cache, if it is small enough to fit into space
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quota. When we receive a large overwriting request that covers an entire intermediate
node, TAI will smartly abandon all its children, no matter they are dirty (contain
un-written data) or not, and make it as the new leaf node.

TAI also keeps track of the dirty part within a node, to make sure it doesn’t do
an expensive write for large node when only a tiny fraction is dirty. It even bypasses
some tiny write, throw it to disk and update the cache immediately, if extending the
dirty range is not profitable based on some heuristics.

To keep TAI modularized, all functions in BTree is for maintaining the struc-
ture only. The lifecycle of actual data blocks is managed by the controller, which will
be discussed later in this paper.

2.5.2 Pre-defined Structures

TAI shipped with several pre-defined BTree structures. Some of them are
defined based on memory page size, cache size and heuristics. We will use “BTreeDe-
fault” to refer them.

Structure like BTree < 64 > cannot allocate any cache unless you have 16EB
memory. So it can be used for workload where caching is unnecessary. We called it
“BTreeTrivial”.

BTree < 2, 1, 1, ... >, or “BTreeBinary”, is the fully extended structure that
forms a binary search tree. It is not very useful in practice, unless users do not have
any idea about the workload. But even in those cases they should merge the first
several bits based on address space limits, and the last 9 or 12 bits for memory page
and disk sector size. The real application for it is to benchmark the structure and
pipelining overhead.

As you may notice, “BTreeBinary” starts with 2. It’s for silencing the gcc
warning about 63-bit max memory size.

All these pre-defined structures are pre-compiled using external templates in-
troduced by modern C++. TAI itself is written in the recently-released C++17.
Hence pre-compiling not only saves user’s compile time, but can also be used to relax
the standard support requirement using backward-compatible headers.
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2.5.3 Two-stage Quota

All cached data, managed by TAI, is stored in the BTree with two controller-
wise memory quotas.

• Weak long-term quota. Any cache beyond this quota will eventually be flushed,
but we do allow temporary violation.

• Strict short-term quota. Any temporary violation of long-term quota is still
regulated by this. When reaching strict quota, we simply reject any caching
request and reroute it to disk directly.

The two-stage quota allows a FIFO flush before approaching ultimate memory
limit and avoid having too much dirty data in memory, which will increase the latency
during mandatory fsync(). And make it LIFO to save the early cache for easier life
cycle management. We will further discuss this later.

2.5.4 Modular I/O Engine

Each BTree is associated with a I/O backend which offers some basic function-
alities. The engine acts as an abstraction layer for read() and write() to seekable
files, and handles the file’s creation, opening and closing across threads. Depending on
application’s requirements, user can selects POSIX backend for additional functional-
ities like fsync(), or stay with C/C++ STL for real portability. Any engine-specific
details, such as enable user-space DMA to avoid double caching, can be configured
directly to the module without touch other components of TAI.

Currently we ship with these types of engines:

• CEngine. Only uses functions from <cstdio>. Provides compiler-based capa-
bility for cross-platform.

• STLEngine. Similar to CEngine but rely on <fstream>. It has different buffer-
ing mechanism which may offer different performance from CEngine on certain
platforms. It also provides an additional layer of security against resource leak-
age since std::fstream is a well-tested RAII type from standard library. The
main trade-off from std::fstream is that it is not thread-safe and requires addi-
tional mutex.
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• POSIXEngine. One of the most powerful backend on POSIX systems. It has
fsync() and direct I/O support, and allows more delicate adjustment of file
permissions and other metadata without C++17’s <filesystems>.

• NullEngine. For debugging and benchmarking framework overhead.

More platform-specific engine can be added in the future for Linux’s libaio
and Microsoft’s WinAPI. Currently we keep the libaio out. Although it is powerful
and we’ve already added it to some internal test suites, it has too many constraints,
needs additional configurations and performs unstable on some virtualized platforms.

All modules share the same interface in order to save developer’s effort for
checking and branching between a fixed set of engines. Generally, misuse of backend
with incompatible calls does not lead to hazardous hidden bugs. Based on our expe-
rience it usually ends up with performance degradation or a persistent I/O error. For
example, if someone send unaligned requests to backend relying on direct I/O, most
of them will simply failed and that won’t be hard to debug. Thus, it is safe to relax
and defer the checking to runtime. We only place some messages for compile-time
detectable errors and leave the rest to RTTI and other runtime checking.

2.5.5 Controller and Worker

For those I/O requests which can share the same resources like CPU and
memory, or need to have ordering guarantee and atomicity, TAI uses a controller to
group them together. A controller will spawn several worker threads. One worker
will become the master which does some additional management besides the normal
work. We are also experimenting with master proposal, which really helps a lot in
overcommitting scenarios where we spawn more workers than physical concurrency,
and give a small boost in normal cases. However, it is hard to retrieve the exact
boosting factor. That’s because the variance is relative large for overcommitting
workload when test on our development machines with low core count. And it’s still
in experimental stage where we do have some issues to solve and stabilize. Hence all
the detailed benchmark results in this paper is run with this new feature disabled.

Each controller holds its own two-stage quota. When a BTree operation wants
to create node cache, it will first consult the associated controller before allocation.
The lifetime of cache blocks is managed by the controller, rather than the related
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BTree. Hence BTree itself only serves as a metadata storage fully decoupled from
related computation. This decoupling reduces the demand of node-wise lock because
TAI’s controller knows exactly when it is save to deallocate a cache block without
data races.

Asynchronous Closing

Upon file closing, we remove the BTree from memory. However, since the life
cycle of cache blocks doesn’t rely on the existence of BTree, we can keep them in
controller. This makes it possible to close a file asynchronously, without flushing the
cache to OS kernel. And we don’t need to worry about the annoying asynchronous
handler after file closing because it is totally managed by the controller. Just re-
member to flush the controller before opening the same file again since TAI doesn’t
support cache reclaiming in this case.

2.5.6 Task and Pipeline

TAI translates each I/O request into a BTree task with certain operation to the
BTree’s root node, and encapsulates it in a C++ lambda. Tasks are always submitted
to a set of global FIFO pipelines which keeps both ordering and efficiency. User can
also submit any other function as a task, for asynchronous pre/post-processing of
data, but BTree tasks are special tasks generated automatically by TAI. Task based
execution and utility APIs for generating BTree tasks provide great flexibility while
ensuring that TAI does not expose the direct access to any BTree node for security
concerns. We don’t want to give users any chance to write BTree tasks by themselves.
That’s because the BTree we use is extremely fragile and it’s very hard to write a
BTree task correctly.

There’s no mutex in BTree. We design it very carefully to avoid almost all the
data races. Usually, a BTree task only involves operations on a single node. And the
worker’s execution policy, which will be introduced later, prevents two tasks for the
same node being executed concurrently. Thus, tree iteration is achieved by emitting
a new task to one of the pipelines instead of recursion.

We keep the data races to hardware supported atomics only. And actually only
a few parts need infrequent atomic instructions. One example is for the subtree cached
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data counter, where we used to decide where to drop the subtree for overwriting.
Although the mutex may be implemented using only atomics internally, it adds strict
memory ordering. By writing C++17 atomic operations manually, we get the chance
to provide weak ordering requirements to compiler which allows certain optimizations.

2.5.7 Semi-lock-free Execution

TAI is designed in a semi-lock-free scheme. As mentioned above, data races
are resolved mainly using atomics, data isolation and accurate timing.

To avoid the use of global lock as in POSIX AIO, we use 3 queues called
“Pending”, “Ready” and “Waiting”. They are all lock-free queues using atomic CAS
for exclusion. Every worker has its local version of them, and together these local
queues form a multi-head global queue, which has higher concurrency than a normal
FIFO global queue. We only allow external requests invoking TAI API goes into the
Pending queue as tasks, and ensure the request to the same BTree always goes to the
same local queue. They will be moved to Ready queue when possible.

Then we use BTree itself as a pipeline and apply pipelined parallel algorithm
with parallel rounds. In each “normal” round TAI takes at most one task from
Pending queue execute tasks in ready queue, perform work stealing for load balancing
between multiple heads, put emitted tasks to Waiting queue and swap two queues
at the end. We put a barrier between rounds and the master worker will handle the
synchronization within this barrier. The design we used do not require all the workers
to be available. It can proceed as long as the master worker is awake.

The synchronization procedure performs the following operations in each thread:

1. Each available worker steps into synchronization zone by changing its status to
“Sync” by atomic CAS.

2. Master wait for the “Sync” signal from all workers. If someone is asleep and
didn’t join the previous round, it will still hold the status from the last syn-
chronization zone and won’t block the master.

3. Worker threads stare at the master, waiting for new job assignment.

4. Master performs a serial function to post-process for the previous round, make
a decision about what kind of next round should we have, and pre-process for
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the next round.

5. The decision is announced by CAS to the master status.

6. Worker threads will grab the decision from master once it wakeup. It’s OK
for lazy workers to sleep for the entire round without ever knowing the job
proposal.

This synchronization part is why we only get semi-lock-free. But we implement
all the waiting and atomic-based mutex as hybrid lock. It means we spin for a while
waiting for the new information. Once we out of patience, we yield or sleep and never
spin again until we hear something new.

Besides the “normal” round, there are several other possibilities that worth
talking about.

• Recycle round. Here we flush some cache if we’ve already violated the long-term
quota temporarily.

• Flush round. We keep some cache, depending on the long-term quota, in mem-
ory to boost overwriting workload. However, if we are idle, which means there’s
no new I/O requests coming and all the workers are starved, for a while, the
latency is increasing and the overall benefit is dropping. At this point we start
to flush the cache gracefully, using an exponential decay policy. Every time we
enter a flush round, we only flush half of the existing cache.

• Idle round. If we have nothing to flush during flush round for a while, workers
jump into idle round, releasing the CPU time to computing threads.

• Close round. For flushing the entire cache and safely shutdown all the worker
threads.

Comparing to node-wise mutex, this algorithm significantly reduces the size
of critical section and the huge contention when accessing node-wise mutex.

13



2.5.8 Templates and Compiler

We heavily use template metaprogramming and constexpr for fast modularized
code. And we also enforce inlining in some places so that modularization will not
slow things down.

Our code is designed to use only standard and widely accepted grammars from
C++17. Some optimizations, only performance related, rely on compiler implemen-
tation. However, they are not brand-new ideas and, in fact, every modern compiler
supports them. Hence we think it’s safe to assume their existence and keep our
code clean. But just remember, changing code without carefully thinking can lead to
unexpected performance drop.

Thanks to new features like fold expression, we don’t have to go too deep
in template. Standard actually has minimum depth requirements about template
expansion. Although going deeper will not bother the mainstream compiler too much,
it can still have annoying trade-off. For example, Visual Studio will compact the
template symbol in that case and make debugging harder.

By default, TAI should work with LLVM 5, GCC-7 and Visual Studio 2017.
LLVM 4.0.1 should also work, but eventually we drop the official support since right
now most platform comes with LLVM 4.0.1 also has LLVM 5. So far, until the end
of 2017, these are the only compilers supporting C++17 well and shipped with most
parts of the standard library. Filesystems TS, which has been adopted in C++17, is
not ready yet. It’s still marked as experimental and need additional linkage for both
libstdc++ and libc++. In TAI, we leave the place for it. But until it is fully ready,
let’s keep metadata operations in the traditional way.

Jemalloc

The BTree cache in TAI need to frequently allocate various size of aligned
memory blocks from different threads. This can affect the performance bottleneck
sometimes with the stock ptmalloc from glibc. We replace it with jemalloc Evans
(2011) when available. When tiny I/O requests come at a very high rate, it improves
the performance by 10% on average.
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Link-time Optimization

Because TAI is well modularized, LTO (Link-time Optimization) is a must-
have for best performance. All three compilers listed above support LTO. TAI only
uses Thin-LTO and global vtable devirtualization for a good balance between perfor-
mance and compilation time.

Address Sanitizer

When working with LLVM 5, we have the awesome ASAN Serebryany et al.
(2012) (Address Sanitizer). It shows error caused by accessing freed heap memory,
out-of-range array access and memory leakage that can easily happen due to non-
trivial lifecycle management. All the error messages come with highlighted memory
dump around and the source code that triggers that error. It’s extremely helpful
for debugging, and there’s only a tiny bit of performance loss for TAI. We highly
recommend to turn it on while developing TAI itself.

Note that in case of LLVM 4, we need to supply “-mllvm -asan-use-private-
alias” to clang and “ASAN_OPTIONS=use_odr_indicator=1” at runtime. Oth-
erwise ASAN will report false positive ODR (One Definition Rule) violation about
string literals after LTO.
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Chapter 3

Benchmark

We perform a set of benchmarks with several other I/O libraries to demon-
strate the performance gain from TAI. Due to the lack of availability for high con-
currency machine on premise with root permission, we decide to use cloud services.

In this paper, we choose DigitalOcean. It has high performance SSD attached
to each instance, with reasonable price and stability. The instance we pick is in
16-core High-CPU configuration from SFO2 datacenter.

3.1 Data Quality

Since it’s virtual machine, we do have some concerns about the stability and
variance of our results. After running several benchmarks on different machines, we
are glad to find that the results are almost identical on the same machine. When
benchmarking on different machines, there can be some oscillation, but usually stays
in 10% which doesn’t hurt the analysis when schedule tests across multiple hosts
properly.

For better result quality, all the benchmark data used in this paper is running
by a single instance and each test takes several hours. We only perform multi-host
benchmarking for debugging, fast prototyping and experimenting with various con-
figurations. With 4 - 10 hosts, the turnaround time can be reduced to 1 hour or even
20 minutes sometimes.

3.2 Workload

In order to simulate real world scenario, we write a multi-threaded image
processing application based on OpenMP. Here’s the processing pipeline:

1. Read encoded image, usually PNG or JPEG, from disk.

2. Decode in memory into bitmap and perform lightweight processing using linear
algorithms.
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Hypervisor KVM
vCPU 16-core
Physical Processor Intel Xeon E5-2697A v4
Number of Cores 16 HT
Base Frequency 2.60 GHz
Max Boost Frequency 3.60 GHz
Memory 32 GB DDR4
Storage 20 GB SSD
Filesystem XFS
Operating System Linux/CentOS 7
Toolchain devtoolset-7 (gcc-7)
C++ library libstdc++

Table 3.1: Benchmark Platform. Hardware and software details about the bench-
marking cloud platform.

3. Encode again, to PNG by default, and concatenate the output.

4. Same block of output may be reused for I/O amplification. This gives us a more
balanced CPU-I/O time for large file within a reasonable amount of time.

5. In some case we overwrite the same region of file with temporal locality to
demonstrate the caching effect.

6. Perform fsync() at a given frequency, by using a uniformly random variable
to decide whether to flush after each write.

7. For asynchronous I/O method, the test is performed in batch where we only
wait at the end of the batch. Batch size is usually thousands of images.

This kind of workload is used by data augmentation or other pre-processing
stages. In real world case, typically we use a set of hosts for this, and several hosts
(may overlap with the previous set) for the next stage. They’re connected via high
speed interconnections, such as FC or InfiniBand, to share the same storage. And we
use fsync() to figure out the time when data is actually ready in the shared storage
system, so that we can signal the other hosts to grab it.

We only choose 5 I/O methods for these benchmarks:

• aio, which refers to POSIX AIO.
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• c, the buffered I/O from <cstdio>.

• posix, the synchronous POSIX I/O.

• tai/triv, with BTreeTrivial.

• tai/def, with one of the pre-defined non-trivial hierarchy.

Kernel libaio cannot be used with unaligned data. So it won’t work for encoded
image without additional hack. And C++ std::fstream perform almost identical to
<cstdio> and we remove it from the final result to save some time.

3.2.1 I/O Amplification

I/O amplification simulates memory-intensive part of the augmentation algo-
rithms where we simply take several sub regions to generalize the data manifold. But
instead of copying memory around, we only reuse the same block to generate multiple
I/O requests. This is actually caused by memory limits in our benchmark facility.
The typical machines configured for this workload are dedicated NUMA servers with
multi-channel memory for each chip. Unfortunately, the instance we get isn’t that
great. We perform the memory test, and get about 10 GB/s from 1 thread, 20 GB/s
from 4 - 8 threads and slightly over 20 GB/s at maximum.

3.3 Buffered I/O

Figure 3.1 demonstrates the great performance delivered by TAI. As mentioned
in 3.2.1, our application is memory-bounded and does not scale linearly. We can
clearly see this effect from cstdio’s curve.

POSIX synchronous I/O runs much faster than cstdio, since it doesn’t have
the additional buffer managed by CRT (C Runtime). However, as the contention
goes up, it reaches the peak at 8 threads and is eventually beaten by cstdio’s buffer.
During our test, we also noticed that the peak will shift with other balancing setups.
There won’t be any peak with CPU-bounded workload. Figure 3.2 show the terrible
context switch number for POSIX, caused by its contention.
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Figure 3.1: Overall throughput for buffered I/O. TAI always uses 2 additional threads
in fixed load, and all the idle hardware concurrency in full load. When there’s nothing
left, TAI still gets 1 thread.

In this experiment, TAI out-perform all other libraries. Even tai/def, with
latency of delay writing, is faster than raw posix syscall thanks to its internal caching
mechanism. It gets the same bonus effect as cstdio by reducing contention.
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Figure 3.2: Voluntary context switch. Number of context switch for the same work-
load as in 3.1. The tail of TAI in fixed load goes up because it has 1 more overcommit
thread than the full load case.

POSIX AIO is almost as fast as tai/triv because there’re basically doing the
same thing in this case, except TAI only has a tiny critical section. Since we’re using
XFS, which has exclusive lock for buffered write to the same file, we don’t see the
single-file multi-thread benefit of tai/def here. But it will show up in 3.5.
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3.4 Overwrite

In this test, every I/O request is duplicated by a overwrite request to the same
file region immediately. It simulates the scenario where caching is beneficial.
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Figure 3.3: Overwrite workload with frequent fsync(). The throughput is scaled
down by the overwrite factor, to reflex the actual disk load. We fsync() after ap-
proximately every 30 unoverwritten requests.
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Figure 3.4: Overwrite workload with infrequent fsync(). The throughput is scaled
down by the overwrite factor, to reflex the actual disk load. Same workload as Figure
3.3, but with 300 io/fsync.

TAI takes 16 threads for fixed load to match our next benchmark. It’s severely
overcommitting, resulting in the performance drop at the first graph of Figure 3.3
and 3.4.
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In the second graph of Figure 3.3 and 3.4, there’s 11% - 32% boost for TAI
in low thread count comparing to POSIX, and it’s also much faster than POSIX
AIO. The cached structure, tai/def, works better than tai/triv when there’s not much
overcommitting. The I/O merge and multi-thread processing gain dominate. However
for high thread count, TAI doesn’t scale as POSIX, and the same for POSIX AIO.

In fact, buffered POSIX I/O is already partially asynchronous, because it only
flushes at background unless fsync() is called. The I/O issuing time only counts
the memcpy latency, which is relatively small. In a non-real-time system, if the
number of computing threads is enough, i.e., bounded by bottlenecks other than
CPU, it doesn’t make sense to pay for the threading overhead and scheduling latency
introduced by asynchronous calls. A simple POSIX call would work. And for cross-
platform demand, TAI always runs a lot faster than cstdio.

3.5 Direct I/O

Some backend, such as libaio, runs super-fast but on works with direct I/O.
And some filesystems, such as XFS, fully respect the POSIX standard and only use
shared lock with O_DIRECT. With BTree cache we finally have the opportunity to
use buffered direct I/O. TAI’s libaio support is not ready yet. Instead, we can take a
look at how it performs using O_DIRECT on the synchronous engine.

Figure 3.5 has the similar workload to Figure 3.4, but with O_DIRECT added
upon file opening. We extend the length of each I/O request to ensure it’s a multiple
of 512 bytes. All un-buffered configurations do not scale at all, including tai/triv.
The overwritten data is actually written twice to disk.

Meanwhile, tai/def performs great. The overwriting requests are correctly
merged and sent to disk through multiple threads.

3.6 Single-threaded Application

Many applications that need an external boost from I/O libraries, are those
poorly threaded code written by a less experienced developer. TAI features developer-
friendly interfaces that can be easily used in serial code, while delivering a huge
performance gain. A 20% - 60% speedup is easily achievable, as in Figure 3.6, by
only replacing synchronous I/O with any asynchronous library.
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Figure 3.5: Direct I/O workload using O_DIRECT. Since it is a Linux-only POSIX
feature, cstdio is not compatible with it and we only keep the buffered result here for
referencing.

As we mentioned before, fsync() causes performance drop and aio can help
improve this issue. From the first figure we can clearly see that frequent fsync() has
huge impact on performance, especially for synchronous I/O.
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Figure 3.6: Performance of single-threaded workloads under different fsync() fre-
quency. The first figure is buffered result and the second figure is for direct I/O. The
unnecessary cache and write delay slows down the tai/def in direct I/O.
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Figure 3.7: PAPI measurement for cache misses. Number of CPU cache misses
increases when using asynchronous I/O. Here we list the result for L1, L2 and L3
starting from the top row.

3.7 Asynchronous Overhead

As mentioned before in 3.4, asynchronous is not always a good idea. Figure
3.7 shows CPU cache misses measured by PAPI. Although PAPI may get inaccurate
number with KVM sometimes, this issue doesn’t appear in our experiments and we
get smooth and stable results. There’s not much different in L1, but asynchronous
needs to transfer data between cores, and needs to hold much larger working set of
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memory. These overheads contribute to the difference found in L2 and L3.
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Figure 3.8: Overhead of large working set. a) Computing time for image processing.
b) Number of minor page faults. c) Overall user-space runtime. d) Overall system
time.

The larger working set also means we have to do more memory allocations,
causing computing time to grow in Figure 3.8.

3.8 LTO

In Figure 3.9, LTO is disabled. Everything slows down significantly. The
POSIX peak is gone, but the maximum speed remains unchanged. TAI heavily relies
on LTO so its performance drops a lot. But even in this case it’s still the best library
for boosting poorly scaled code.
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Figure 3.9: Overall throughput for buffered I/O when LTO is disabled.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

Based on benchmark results in 3, we confirm that POSIX synchronous I/O
can deliver most of the performance while keep the API simple. But it relies on the
developer to write parallel program and find the sweet spot for best performance.
If we want to squeeze out more performance and decouple the threading between
computing and I/O, an asynchronous library can be very helpful.

POSIX AIO is designed for real-time application where bounded of latency is
more important than performance. Its API is in old C style and its cross-platform
promises is not well respected and executed.

Meanwhile, TAI is more HPC oriented and doesn’t care about supporting
low-end or outdated devices. We never expect it to run on a coffee machine or TV
box. Hence we can take advantage of new technologies and, thanks to modern C++
standards, we can use atomics and complex template expansion to create fast and
user-friendly code without touching platform-specific things. The carefully designed
lock-free scheme allows TAI to out-perform POSIX AIO even when we don’t stress
the high-contention portion of glibc’s implementation.

Last but not least, these benchmarks also tell us not every workload can be
boost by asynchronous operations. When the application itself is well-threaded and
the computing portion doesn’t rely on strict synchronization, transferring I/O re-
quests to dedicated threads only adds unnecessary overhead. But TAI still delivers a
reasonable performance and its simple API design makes it really easy to switch back
to synchronous I/O in this case.
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